DISCUSSIONS AND CLOSURES

In addition to those two loading patterns, two formats of
BESWL may interest design engineers. The first is a loading
following the mean wind force, which is expressed in a
format that is similar to Eq. 共7兲 of the original paper
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The authors proposed a rigorous model for evaluating equivalent
static wind loading 共ESWL兲 on tall buildings as a linear combination of mean, background, and resonant components. In this
model, the mean and resonant ESWL components are essentially
the same as those reported in such literature as Zhou et al. 共2000兲
and Zhou and Kareem 共2001兲. However, the treatment of background ESWL 共BESWL兲 introduced some improvements.
The BESWL in the conventional displacement-based gust
loading factor 共GLF兲 model 共Davenport 1967; Zhou et al. 1999兲,
as used in most current codes and standards, and that in a newly
developed bending-moment-based GLF model 共Zhou and Kareem
2001兲 produce accurate estimates for limited wind load effects
only, such as the first model displacement or base bending moment, while providing approximate estimates for others. Unlike
those “approximate” models, the proposed BESWL will induces
the exact wind load effect of interest. In contrast with a previous
“accurate” ESWL model 共Holmes 2002a,b兲, which also involves a
linear combination of wind load components while the distribution of its BESWL varies for different wind effects, the proposed
model uses a unique background loading pattern, the gust loading
envelope, which offers some convenience for the purpose of
design application.
Nonetheless, the discusser would like to raise two concerns
associated with the proposed ESWL model.
1. By definition, the ESWL is a wind force and when it is
applied statically, the response found by static analysis is
equivalent to the response through more detailed stochastic
study. Taking the background component as an example, the
BESWL is a load that can satisfy the following equation
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FeRb共z兲 · x共z兲dz = Rb max

共1兲

where Rb max = gb · Rb is the peak background wind load
effect associated with the influence function x共z兲. In other
words, any load pattern that can satisfy Eq. 共1兲 provides
a solution for the BESWL. The number of solutions is
numerous.
Apparently, the proposed BESWL in Eq. 共7兲 of the paper is
one of many solutions found by substituting Eqs. 共7兲 and 共8兲
of the original paper into Eq. 共1兲 of this discussion. Similarly,
one can suggest a different BESWL with a different distribution pattern, such as that proposed by Holmes 共2002a,b兲. In
various models, the loading pattern could have different
physical implications.
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Another is a loading pattern following the resonant ESWL
FeRb共z兲 = Bz · BFer · Ferx共z兲
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In Eqs. 共2兲–共4兲, B¯P and BFer are adjustment factors. Both
Eqs. 共2兲 and 共4兲 satisfy Eq. 共1兲. The mean-wind-force distributed BESWL in Eq. 共2兲 is easier for design engineers to
understand. The inertial-force-type BESWL in Eq. 共4兲 has
the same distribution as the resonant ESWL; therefore, those
two components can be arithmetically combined and Eq. 共10兲
of the original paper can be simplified.
2. As previously mentioned, the proposed ESWL model, along
with another “accurate” model 共Holmes 2002a,b兲, can produce an accurate estimate for the wind load effect associated
with the influence function x共z兲. However, this outcome
does not occur without a cost.
The ESWL in Eq. 共10兲 of the original paper was developed for
any particular wind response involving several factors, such as
the background factor Bz and the combination factors, which vary
for different wind load effects under consideration. Therefore, for
a different wind load effect, a different ESWL will be needed. For
the wind-resistant design of a particular structure, the wind load
effects that are of concern to the design engineers are numerous,
e.g., the internal forces in all structural members. To provide
accurate design of all structural members, a large number of combined ESWL, will be needed in the design process. Furthermore,
in principle, by using any one of these ESWLs in the structural
analysis, the design engineer can only obtain the accurate estimate of the wind load effect corresponding to the influence function that was employed in developing the ESWL. In fact, this
wind load effect is already available before the ESWL can be
given in Eq. 共10兲 of the paper.
A possible way to employ the “accurate” ESWL model in a
real design practice is to find several generic loading patterns, if
they exist, from a large pool of ESWLs by using the proposed
procedure, which will lead to accurate estimates for some wind
load effects while providing reasonably good estimates for others.
Unless these loading patterns do exist and the number of loading

patterns needed is within a feasible range, the potential application of the proposed model is substantially limited for any real
design or code practice.
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The authors would like to thank the discusser for the discussion
and interest in this important topic that concerns immediate design applications and that is not clearly understood by some in the
research community. Our response to this discussion also gives us
an opportunity to further clarify and highlight the background,
motivation, and contributions of our work on the modeling of
equivalent static wind loads 共ESWLs兲 on buildings.
The modeling of ESWLs seeks static load distributions whose
static effects on buildings are equivalent to the actual dynamic
wind-load effects. This load representation allows designers to
follow a relatively simple static analysis procedure for predicting
building response to spatiotemporally varying dynamic loads.
This approach is often more suitable for design practice because
of its simplicity and expedience. This format serves as a pivotal
piece of information for estimating response under the combined
action of wind and other loads and is widely used in current
building codes and standards worldwide.
For a given peak response, a variety of ESWL distributions
may be defined on the basis of different considerations. The load
distribution is not necessarily unique simply because different
load distributions may result in identical building response. The
major challenge in developing an equivalent load representation

for a given building lies in seeking distributions that are physically meaningful and that are insensitive to individual response.
Consequently, the number of loading distributions for a variety of
important response components may be limited 共Chen and
Kareem 2005兲.
One approach for extracting the equivalent loading is the gust
loading factor 共GLF兲, or gust response factor 共GRF兲, approach,
which has been widely used in major building codes and standards around the world 共Davenport 1967兲. In this scheme, the
equivalent wind loading used for design is equal to the mean wind
load multiplied by a GRF, which is customarily based on the
displacement at the top of the building. The GRF is defined as the
ratio of peak dynamic response to its mean value. Although the
traditional GRF approach is simple to use in the building design
process, the GRF may vary widely for different response components of a structure and may have significantly different values for
structures with similar geometric configurations but different
structural systems. As illustrated in Chen and Kareem 共2004兲,
among others, for the along-wind response of buildings, the GRFs
for the top displacement and base bending moment are almost the
same and are generally larger than that for the base shear force.
The GRF for the building response at higher elevations is generally markedly larger than that for the top displacement or base
bending moment. Therefore, the equivalent loading given by the
mean load multiplied by the GRF for the top displacement or base
bending moment generally leads to underestimating building response at higher elevations. Furthermore, the GRF approach cannot be extended to the across-wind and torsional responses, which
are typically characterized by low values of mean wind loading
and associated response, particularly for symmetric buildings.
The dynamic response factor 共DRF兲 approach is another way
of modeling equivalent loading and has been adopted in some
building codes. The DRF has been defined as the ratio of peak
dynamic response 共including the mean, background, and resonant
components兲 to the response caused by the peak dynamic load
that includes the mean and background load effects but excludes
any reduction attributable to loss of spatial correlation of wind
loading. The DRF for a given response can be related to its GRF
and the background factor 共Chen and Kareem 2005兲. The background factor represents the reduction effect with respect to the
background 共quasi-static兲 response attributable to loss of spatial
correlation of wind loading. The DRF approach results in an
equivalent load distribution that is similar to the peak dynamic
load 共including the mean兲 scaled by the DRF. Compared with the
GRF approach, the advantage of the DRF approach is that it can
be applied not only to the along-wind component but also to the
across-wind and torsional response components. The disadvantage is that the DRF may vary markedly for different response
components, particularly for dynamically sensitive tall buildings.
Separating the ESWLs into background and resonant components provides a physically more meaningful description of loading. It is straightforward to express the resonant ESWL 共RESWL兲
as the inertial load in the fundamental mode, which depends on
the mass distribution and mode shape. The advantage of this load
description over the traditional GRF approach is that it leads to a
universal load distribution for all resonant response components.
Within the traditional GRF approach, different GRFs and associated loads have to be assigned for accurate predictions of distinct
response components. This advantage is attributable to the presumption that the primary contributor to the resonant response is
the fundamental mode and that the higher mode contributions are
negligible. This load distribution is also consistent with the seisJOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / JUNE 2006 / 1007

mic loading provided in current building codes and standards
worldwide.
Compared with the straightforwardness of RESWL, modeling
the background ESWL 共BESWL兲 is relatively complex. This
complexity is attributed to the nature of partially correlated multiple inputs of wind loading. Under the action of dynamic loading,
different background response components generally reach their
peaks at different times. When the BESWL for a given peak background response is directly derived from the conditional sampling
and subsequent ensemble average of dynamic pressures over the
building surface at the instant when the desired peak load effect
occurs, the load distribution varies with the individual response
under consideration 共e.g., Tamura et al. 2003兲. The ensemble average of this conditional sampling of dynamic pressures is very
close to the load distribution provided by using the load-responsecorrelation 共LRC兲 approach 共Kasperski 1992兲, which results in a
most probable load distribution for a given peak response. According to the LRC approach, each response component corresponds to a distinct spatial load distribution. This feature may
limit its potential application to design standards or practice. To
eliminate the dependence of load distribution on individual response, an approximate model of the BESWL has been suggested
in Holmes 共1996兲. This scheme provided an identical load distribution for any building response at the same building elevation,
but the response components at different elevations have distinct
load distributions.
A universal load distribution for all background response components has been suggested in Katsumura et al. 共2004兲 with application to a large-span cantilever roof. According to this
scheme, the BESWL for any peak background response is expressed as a linear combination of the loading modes with larger
eigenvalues, which are derived through proper orthogonal decomposition of the loading covariance matrix. The combination factors are independent of individual response and are determined in
a least square sense for better estimations of selected important
response components.
As the discusser points out and as used in the literature, the
BESWL can be expressed in terms of the mean load multiplied by
background GRF 共BGRF兲, similar to the traditional GRF approach for the total response. As illustrated in Chen and Kareem
共2004兲, the BGRF varies for a wide range for different response
components. Obviously, this approach will suffer the same disadvantages as the traditional GRF approach. The BESWL given in
terms of the inertial load of the fundamental mode is less accurate
for background response because the higher mode contributions
to the background response cannot simply be ignored.
Taking the aforementioned information as the background and
motivation, our study attempted to develop an advanced model of
the wind loading on buildings that could be applied to low-,
middle-, and high-rise buildings. In the proposed framework, the
ESWLs for the background and resonant response components
were developed separately, with a new model, called the gust
loading envelope 共GLE兲, for modeling the BESWL. This approach results in a load distribution similar to the gust loading
envelope but scaled by a background factor. The background factor depends on individual response. For a global response, the
background factor is much less than unity; whereas for a local
response, it may be close to unity. The background factor is
potentially insensitive to the individual response; therefore, simplification of equivalent loading may be achieved. Another advantage of this approach is that it can be applied not only to the
along-wind component but also to the acrosswind and torsional
response components. It can also be applied to transient wind load
effects on buildings. The difference of this approach from the
1008 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / JUNE 2006

DRF approach is also very clear. The proposed GLE approach
is used to model the BESWL, whereas the DRF approach is for
the total ESWL, including the mean, background, and resonant
components.
After the BESWL and RESWL have been determined for a
given peak response, the corresponding peak background and
resonant response components are calculated by following a static
analysis procedure. They are then combined for the total peak
response 共excluding the mean component兲 by using the square
root of the sum of squares 共SRSS兲 approach. Alternatively, the
ESWL for the total peak response can be determined with a direct
combination of the background and resonant loading by using a
linear combination scheme, as discussed in Chen and Kareem
2004. The combination factors or weighting factors depend on
individual response, specifically on the response ratio of the background and resonant components. By examining the ESWLs for a
variety of important response components of a given building, the
number of equivalent load distributions could be significantly
limited. The goal of this study is to develop advanced modeling of
equivalent load distributions that are physically meaningful, potentially insensitive to individual response, and therefore easy for
applications with a limited number of loadings for all important
building response components. This advanced modeling also
facilitates interpolating or extrapolating wind loads between
buildings and terrains.
The last issue that the writers would like to address is related
to the application of the ESWL modeling. The discusser seems to
raise a question by the statement “In fact, this wind load effect is
already available before the ESWL can be given in Eq. 共10兲”; that
is why the ESWL is needed, since we already know the response.
Like every approach for modeling equivalent loading, including
the GRF approach, dynamic response analysis must be carried out
during the process of developing the equivalent loading to make
sure that the equivalent loading can result in the same or a slightly
conservative response as compared with the peak dynamic wind
load effect. The resulting equivalent loading is not used to quantify the wind load effect that we already know but is used for
other response components of the same building or those of similar buildings.
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and an effective heights of 0.7 times the total height, the result is
the following formula for  fix
 fix = 50r/He␤s

共1兲

The practical range of this parameter is therefore not the same
for buildings with different aspect ratios. A new parameter can be
defined as the product of  fix and He / r, as follows
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The paper concludes that “the real values of R−␤ for short structures are practically the same as those of R−⬁. In contrast, they
are notably lower for tall structures.” This conclusion was reached
by comparing the results of Fig. 9 for soil-structure systems with
those of Fig. 5 for the fixed-base state. In the other words, the
authors concluded that the soil-structure interaction 共SSI兲 effect
on R−␤ is negligible for squatty buildings with He / r = 1 and can
be dominant for slender buildings such as when He / r = 5.
However, the conclusion does not seem to be correct, since all
parts of the graphs shown in Fig. 9 are not meaningful for conventional building-type structures. The authors refer to the same
point in relation to the results of Fig. 7 for the case of He / r = 3.
In considering a typical case with constant system parameters,
the authors calculate an effective height of around 37.5 m,
which corresponds to a building of approximately 15 stories. In
explaining the results of Fig. 7, they correctly state that “the discrepancies observed at short natural periods are not of practical
significance, since midrise structures such as the one studied normally fall in the medium-period spectral range. For a 15-story
building, Te may vary between, say, 1.1 and 1.8 s, depending on
the structural system.” Following the same method, the effective
height of buildings with He / r = 1 and He / r = 5 would be about
12.5 and 62.5 m, which corresponds to buildings of approximately 5 and 25 stories, respectively. Consequently, for example,
for the case of He / r = 1, Te may vary in the range of, say,
0.3 to 0.8 s and not more. Comparing the results of Fig. 9 and
Fig. 5 in this range reveals that the SSI effect is not negligible for
conventional squatty buildings. For more clarification, the next
paragraph studies the subject systematically.
The nondimensional frequency  = r / ␤s is an index for the
importance of the SSI effect in soil-structure systems. Therefore,
looking at this value for each case is necessary before making any
conclusion. The authors use the natural frequency of the system to
calculate this parameter. For the sake of simplicity, consider  fix
as a new nondimensional frequency that is calculated on the basis
of the natural period of the fixed-base structure. The period of any
soil-structure system is in all circumstances longer than the period
of the fixed-base structure, i.e.,  ⬎  fix. We next study the practical range of this parameter for conventional cases. As a rule of
thumb, the period of building-type structures can be approximated
as Te = 0.1⫻ N, in which N = number of stories and Te = period of
structure in seconds. Considering an interstory height of 3.5 m

ˆ fix = 50/␤s

共2兲

This parameter can be used as a global index for the severity
of the SSI effect regardless of the aspect ratio of the building.
Considering an extremely low shear-wave velocity of
␤s = 50 m / s leads to an upper limit of  for ˆ fix, so ˆ fix ranges
from zero, which is indeed the fixed-base state, to almost 3, where
the SSI effect is dominant. The SSI plays no important role when
 fix is less than 1 共Ghannad et al. 1998兲. We next examine the
results presented in the paper from this point of view. With the
fixed values of r = 12.5 m and ␤s = 76 m / s,  fix will be a function
of only the period of structure, i.e.,  fix = 1.0/ Te. Accordingly,
ˆ fix = 共1.0/ Te兲•He / r. For the model used by the authors the SSI
effect decreases rapidly as the period of the structure increases,
especially for squatty buildings. For example, for He / r = 1, no
significant SSI effect exists even for the period of 1 s, and the
model almost behaves as fixed-base for longer periods. Indeed,
the results of Fig. 9 is very similar to the results of Fig. 5 for
periods longer than 1 s for this reason. In contrast, for He / r = 5,
ˆ fix is larger than 1 for the entire period range shown in Fig. 9 and
reaches the value of 2.5 for a period of 2 s, which is expected for
a 25-story building. Therefore, comparing the results of Fig. 9 for
He / r = 1 and He / r = 5 in the present form is not as meaningful.
Thus, the general conclusion for the effect of the SSI on the
strength reduction factor of short and tall buildings is not valid. In
fact, the paper leaves a false impression that for squatty buildings
with He / r = 1 共which is not necessarily a short building in general兲
located on soft soils, one may use the same strength reduction
factors computed for the fixed-base model. The research of the
discussers 共Ghannad and Jahankhah 2004兲 show that this result is
not correct and that using this idea leads to large ductility demands in the designed structure.
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C1 =

1
1 + Ae−B共T/TS−0.5兲

where A and B are regressed coefficients; and the ratio T / TS is the
ratio of the elastic period of the system to the characteristic period
of the ground motion 共determined by using a Newmark-Hall spectrum 共Newmark and Hall 1987兲. Results from this study for an
elastic system allowed to uplift can easily be incorporated into the
authors’ formulation with a few simplifications to Eq. 共17兲, repeated here:
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The paper presents an excellent examination of the effects of
including soil flexibility in superstructure design. Study and
recommendations on this topic are greatly needed by the design
community. In fact, the question is not whether to include soil
flexibility 共and perhaps nonlinearity兲, since not including the effects of soil flexibility may be unconservative for displacementsensitive structural components. In addition to the effects of soil
flexibility, the results of which are well presented in this paper,
foundation uplift is a nonlinear behavior that may influence design of the superstructure. Foundation uplift is a reasonable expectation for moderately compliant soils and especially for
design-level seismic demands imposed on high vertical factor of
safety shallow-foundation-supported structures. The authors did
not explore this concept, therefore it is considered in this
discussion in order to extend the treatment presented in the paper.
Comparison with current design code recommendations, using an
isolated case with and without foundation uplift, is considered in
this discussion to call attention to the practical importance of
these effects on design displacement demands 共Harden et al.
2005, 2006兲.
In this discussion, a linear elastic system is described as an
elastic rigid-column element 共i.e., shearwall兲 resting on an elastic
Winkler subgrade. Nonlinearity is introduced by allowing a second identical system to uplift through a gap in the Winkler
springs. In this way, the effect of foundation uplift on structural
displacement demands was isolated independent of soil hysteresis
and superstructure ductility. To present the results in a format that
follows current design recommendations, such as FEMA 356
共2000兲 and ATC-40 共1996兲, the point of incipient uplift is prescribed for specific force reduction R-values, and the resulting
displacement modification factor C1 共ratio of maximum displacement of the nonlinear 共uplifting兲 system to the elastic system兲 is
calculated for a number of time-history analyses. Time histories
are computed by using the longitudinal component of a suite of
19 unscaled time histories described by Somerville and Collins
共2002兲. These motions represent a broad range of peak
ground accelerations 共0.13 to 0.75 g兲, peak ground velocities
共9.1 to 84.8 cm/ s兲
and
peak
ground
displacements
共1.2 to 18.7 cm兲 levels. Simulations were performed in the
OpenSEES platform 共PEER 2005兲.
Comparing the maximum displacements of the nonlinear system with the elastic system resulted in a recommended value for
C1 as presented in Eq. 共1兲, which is based on binning and regressing the data with respect to the specified force reduction factor
and the ratio of the maximum acceleration of the two systems:
1010 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / JUNE 2006
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˜ e − 1兲
R−␤ = 1 + 共

冉

˜兲
T̃e Ũm共T̃e,
e
Te
Ug

冊

␣

共2兲

Consider, for example, the response of an elastic system of a
shallow foundation not allowed to uplift with natural period Te,
compared with that of a nonlinear elastic system of a shallow
foundation allowed to uplift with natural period T̃e. In this case,
the ratio T̃e / Te ⬅ 1 before uplift, since the only nonlinear contribution to the system is through uplift. Additionally, for an elastic
˜ e = C 1.
superstructure 共e = 1兲, the total system ductility 
Since displacement of the uplifting system may not be known,
consider converting the spectral displacement demands to

Fig. 1. Binned data—C1 versus normalized period for R = 4.0

acceleration demands, such that the ratio Ũm共T̃e ,˜e兲 /
Ug ⬅ 共2g / 2n兲共Am / Ag兲. With these simplifications, Eq. 共2兲 reduces
to

R = 1 + 共C1 − 1兲

冉 冊
T2n Am
T2S Ag

␣

共3兲
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where TS = characteristic period of the ground motion. The theoretical value of C1 is calculated from Eq. 共3兲 for a constant value
of R = 4.0 and is compared with the results presented in Harden et
al. 共2006兲, as shown in Fig. 1. Although Eq. 共3兲 is not as sensitive
to the ratio of acceleration of the nonlinear to elastic system,
abbreviated as the variable SA, in general, a conservative estimate of C1 is found. For example, for the binned case of SA
⬍ 0.87, approximately 72% of the time-history results fall below
the curve represented by Eq. 共3兲. In addition, two approaches—
one based on time-history analyses, the other based on a theoretical solution—yield similar trends. These two approaches result in
a good comparison for period ratios above approximately 1.0,
leading to the conclusion that uplifting foundation effects will be
most influential on displacement demands at low period ratios
共less than 1.0兲 and higher normalized acceleration values SA.
Given the additional number of time histories performed for this
discussion 共the study of the original paper, compared with only
one ground motion time history analysis兲, it is reasonable to conclude that ground motion effects, duration, and frequency all affect the shape and amplitude of the C1-R-T / Ts relations.
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The writers thank the discussers for their interest in the paper. We
would like to comment on the following two issues that they
raised:

The Effect of Slenderness
The discussers believe that the reader should be cautioned against
generalizing the observations made from comparing the results of
Fig. 9 for He / r = 1 and 5. The writers agree with this remark
regarding the effect of slenderness on R−␤ factors. Such results,
however, were intended only to verify the writers’ approximate
reduction rule given by Eq. 共17兲 for both squat 共He / r = 1兲 and
slender 共He / r = 5兲 structures. In effect, these results are not realistic over the whole interval of natural periods, because structures
with He / r = 1 normally fall in the short-period spectral region and
structures with He / r = 5 fall in the long-period spectral region.
Out of each region, the goal is only to show the trend of results.
Two indexes are generally used for measuring the importance of
soil-structure interaction 共SSI兲, namely, the relative stiffness of
the structure and soil,  = He / Te␤s, and the wave transit time,
r / ␤s = Ter / He. Since the R–␤ factors in Fig. 9 are for fixed
values of He / r and r / ␤s 共r ⬇ 12.5 m and ␤s = 76 m / s兲, the resulting  is a decreasing function of Te. As the discussers say, the SSI
effects decrease as the natural period increases, especially for
squat structures. For evaluating the effect of slenderness, presenting results for fixed values of  is more instructive than presenting results for fixed values of r / ␤s. If Te is proportional to He, as
happens with many building-type structures, then  measures
purely the soil flexibility.
For a representative interstory height of 3.5 m and by assuming the effective height as 0.7 of the total height and the
fixed-base period as 0.1 s of the number of stories, we have
He / Te ⬇ 25 m / s and hence  ⬇ 1 / 3 for ␤s = 76 m / s. With this result and the values used in the paper for the remaining system
parameters, the normalized strength spectra for the SCT recording
of the 1985 Michoacan earthquake take the shapes shown in Figs.
1 and 2 for He / r = 1 and 5, respectively. In each figure, the results
for both elastic 共e = 1兲 and inelastic 共e = 4兲 behavior are compared with those corresponding to the fixed-base case. For this
SSI representation, the foundation radius is not constant. It varies
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Fig. 1. Comparison between normalized strength spectra with 共solid
line兲 and without 共dashed line兲 SSI effects for slenderness ratio
He / r = 1, considering  = 1 / 3 for relative stiffness of structure and
soil

Fig. 2. Comparison between normalized strength spectra with 共solid
line兲 and without 共dashed line兲 SSI effects for slenderness ratio
He / r = 5, considering  = 1 / 3 for relative stiffness of structure and
soil
1012 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / JUNE 2006

Fig. 3. Comparison between strength-reduction factors with 共solid
line兲 and without 共dashed line兲 SSI effects for ductility factor e = 4,
considering  = 1 / 3 for relative stiffness of structure and soil

when the structure height changes, so that a fixed value of He / r is
maintained over the entire period range. Consequently, the effect
of slenderness is not exactly that of structure height. As happens
with the fixed-base case, the spectral acceleration for very short
period tends to the peak ground acceleration, regardless of the
value of ductility. The reason for this result is that the short-period
ordinates of these plots are associated with low values of r / ␤s, for
which the SSI effects are negligible. This outcome is especially
true for slender structures. These results indicate that, for systems
having the same , the SSI effects are equally important for squat
and for slender structures, and the tendencies observed are similar
in the two cases.
Strength-reduction factors are next computed by using the
results of Figs. 1 and 2. The shapes of these factors with and
without SSI are compared in Fig. 3 for the two slenderness ratios.
In general, R−␤ ⬎ R−⬁ for Te ⬍ Ts, except around the second
mode of vibration of the soil 共⬇Ts / 3兲, whereas R−␤ ⬍ R−⬁
for Te ⬎ Ts. With this SSI representation, the strength-reduction
factor for very long period tends to the effective ductility,
˜ e = 1 + 共e − 1兲共Te / T̃e兲2, which is smaller for the taller structures,

where the ratio T̃e / Te is much larger than unity. These results to
some extent modify the published conclusions regarding the effect of slenderness. The differences between the R−␤ factors for
He / r = 1 and He / r = 5 do not show a clear tendency indicating the
case that is most influenced by SSI. By following the same SSI
representation, Avilés and Pérez-Rocha 共2005兲 have evaluated the
effect of slenderness on the design base shear specified by code.
They have shown that SSI has the effect of increasing 共for
Te ⬍ Ts兲 or decreasing 共for Te ⬎ Ts兲 the base shear with respect to
the fixed-base value, with these modifications being greater for
the more slender structures. Furthermore, the increments in the
base shear are less important than the reductions.

The Effect of Foundation Uplift
The discussers point out that the effect of foundation uplift has
not been explored in the paper and propose a simple way to
account for it on the structural displacement demands. Specifically, the writers’ approximate reduction rule given by Eq. 共17兲
has been adjusted as a function of few significant parameters.
However, the writers do not understand how the resulting Eq. 共3兲
can be used for different slenderness ratios controlling the realization of rocking motion. This influence is perhaps reflected in
the peak structural acceleration, Am, for the value of which
we do not have information. It is a simple matter to show that,
under static conditions, the minimum ground acceleration required to initiate uplifting of a rigid structure of width 2r
is Aog / g = 2r / 3He, whereas that needed for overturning is
Aug / g = 2r / He. The slenderness ratio is clearly a direct measure of
the uplifting potential of the foundation, in addition to the peak
ground acceleration. Both quantities should be reflected in any
design procedure for estimating structural displacements that
originate from foundation uplift.
Indeed, Makris and Konstantinidis 共2003兲 have questioned the
concept of estimating lateral displacements of rocking structures
by using conventional response spectra. They have shown fundamental differences between the deformation and rocking spectra.
In particular, the rocking spectra are very sensitive to the value of

slenderness. Furthermore, the current design approach 共FEMA
2000兲 has been shown by these authors to be conceptually imperfect and it should therefore be abandoned. Although the discussers’ formulation is based on response spectra, it yields surprisingly good predictions of the structural displacement demands.
The writers do not have a clear answer to this finding, which may
be attributable to accidental similarities between the deformation
and rocking spectra. We can only say that the nonlinear SSI effects associated with structure yielding and foundation uplifting
are two radically different phenomena, so the solution of one
problem may not be directly applicable to the solution of the
other. Further research in this direction is required.
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